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Your Story, Our Business

Since 1874, Tobacco Reporter has been the global source for what is happening 
in the industry. We are proud to continue a 150-year tradition of excellence 
with the current, monthly Tobacco Reporter, recognized as the sector’s leading 
journal worldwide.

The scope of our coverage is unrivaled. From agronomy to quality assurance, 
from regulation to next-generation products and from new manufacturing 
technologies to initiatives to reduce the harm associated with smoking, we 
cover every aspect of the nicotine business. 

Our mission is to help readers succeed in their jobs by providing relevant, 
timely and accurate information. That entails more than simply reporting the 
news. When preparing a story, we ask not only “What happened?” but also 
“How will it affect your business?”
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The pharmaceuticalization1 of the tobacco 

industry.” This awkward phrase comes 

from a 2017 Annuals of Internal Medicine 

article referring to industry moves into non-

combustible nicotine products. But recently, 

it’s gaining some literal truth. Legacy tobacco 

companies are stepping up diversification 

into pharmaceutical ventures. 

Given that their current business direction is stalling, new 

adjacent2 opportunities that let tobacco companies use their 

specialized knowledge (say, of the tobacco plant genome or lung 

physiology or means of delivering substances) make sense. It may 

seem counterintuitive, or ethically iffy, for these companies to start 

offering solutions to problems they helped create. But they may 

frankly be well placed to do so because of their deep expertise. The 

criticisms of current industry moves into medical research and 

pharmaceuticals, such as Philip Morris International’s acquisition 

of Vectura3 and Fertin Pharma,4 seem more rooted in emotion 

than in practical concerns about effects on public health. 

A Tour of Recent Criticisms of Diversification

Let’s review some recent criticisms and attempt to separate 

the moral from the practical. Take this September STAT+ 

article5 by Olivia Goldhill, titled “Tobacco Giant Philip 

Morris is Investing Billions in Health Care. Critics Say It’s 

Peddling Cures for Its Own Poison.” 

The tone of the article makes ordinary business behavior sound 

sinister. Vectura Fertin Pharma, a firm combining two companies 

previously acquired by PMI, was “quietly incorporated.” PMI has 

been “racking up patents and taking over healthcare companies, 

an unlikely pivot that has accelerated dramatically in the past 

year.” PMI has also been “poaching considerable regulatory and 

pharma expertise.” All this in the article’s first two paragraphs. 

The recent move by Matt Holman, who was director of 

the Office of Science at the Food and Drug Administration’s 

Center for Tobacco Products (Goldhill mislabels him as head 

of the CTP), to a position at PMI is described as a “move that 

shocked public health and tobacco researchers.” Why the sur-

prise? Employees cycling from the FDA to the pharmaceuti-

cal companies they reviewed is commonplace; back in 2016, 

Time magazine called it “a revolving door.”6

When PMI purchased Vectura, best known for mak-

ing asthma medicine inhalers, the Reuters7 headline read, 

“Philip Morris seals deal for U.K.’s Vectura despite health 

group concerns.” The chief executive of Asthma U.K. and the 

British Lung Foundation stated, “There’s now a very real risk 

that Vectura’s deal with big tobacco will lead to the cigarette 

industry wielding undue influence on U.K. health policy.” 

The U.S. reaction was similar. A joint statement8 by the presi-

dents of the American Lung Association and American Thoracic 

Society called the acquisition a “reprehensible choice” by PMI. 

They were concerned that PMI might use Vectura’s inhalation 

technologies “to make their tobacco products more addictive.” 

They raised the prospect that PMI “could further profit from the 

disease their products have caused by now selling therapies to the 

same people who were sickened by smoking.” 

The idea of cigarette companies profiting from conditions 

such as asthma and lung disease was reportedly9 also raised by 

British government officials, with the U.K. business minister 

asking for information on PMI’s plans for Vectura. 

A deliberate company strategy to invest simultaneously in 

selling addictive poison and in peddling cures for that addiction 

would indeed be reprehensible. Is that what’s happening here? 

Or are tobacco companies making effortful attempts to find 

paths to replace the profits from cigarettes with profits from 

products that don’t harm and might improve public health? 

Time will tell. PMI’s website10 states, “We are focused on 

our mission to one day stop selling cigarettes.” The Guardian11 

newspaper’s coverage noted that while the Vectura acquisition 

was part of PMI’s smoke-free vision, “the company still makes 

about three-quarters of its $28 billion in annual revenue from 

‘combustible’ products that involve the burning of tobacco.”  

Critics of the tobacco industry didn’t always take such a 

dim view of moves away from cigarettes. A quick search in 

Google Scholar for “tobacco industry diversification” brought 

up this 1985 piece12 by Alan Blum in the New York State 

Journal of Medicine. He stated, “Some health professionals 

believe that criticism of tobacco companies for promoting 

cigarette smoking should be tempered because they have 

become conglomerates that are diversifying into nontobacco 

products and services. By encouraging such diversification, it 

is reasoned, health professionals can help expedite the phas-

ing out of smoking while tobacco companies can have an 

opportunity to replace the resultant lost revenue.” 

Blum’s concern was that this belief among “individuals work-

ing to eliminate smoking may be misguided.” This was not because 

While lambasted by anti-smoking activists, the tobacco industry’s move into 

pharmaceuticals may well turn out to be a positive for public health.

By Cheryl K. Olson



THE DILEMMA OF 
DIVERSIFICATION

those individuals saw industry diversification as a potentially 

positive step. Rather, he thought diversification wasn’t happen-

ing fast enough. Blum noted that tobacco companies were not 

decreasing investment in cigarette manufacturing and that “the 

percentage of total profit accounted for by tobacco sales is still 

the highest of all sources of revenue for tobacco companies.” 

“Those It Employs [or] Funds Are Therefore Banned”

PMI’s announced acquisition of Vectura triggered efforts to 

exclude its employees and their research. The Drug Delivery 

to the Lungs conference terminated13 Vectura’s sponsorship. 

A Thorax editorial14 titled “Vectura and Philip Morris: The 

leopard has not changed its spots” stated that “The tobacco 

industry, those it employs and those it funds are therefore 

banned from membership of professional societies, including 

the British Thoracic Society (BTS).” The BTS would “exclude 

the tobacco industry as a legitimate partner in science and 

education,” including “publishing in respectable journals” 

and collaborations with universities. The editorial warns that 

“Vectura employees will need to consider their future.”

“
David Sweanor of the Centre for Health Law, Policy and 

Ethics at the University of Ottawa has long monitored 

tobacco company behavior. 

Tobacco Reporter: Why are you interested in the issue of tobacco  

companies diversifying into things like pharmaceuticals? 

Sweanor: My main interest is public health policy: How 

do you end up with a healthier population? Is this doing 

anything that’s going to create poorer health—in which 

case, there’d be a need to oppose it or try to regulate it in 

some way? Is it going to be neutral in terms of public health? 

Then, who cares who owns these companies? 

If it’s something that could actually be good for public 

health, then we should be supporting it. And there’s reason 

to believe this could be the case. When companies have 

loads of resources to throw at something, and if this signals 

more of a move to transformation within the industry, it 

would be incredible for public health. 

If they are working on [inhalation] technologies for 

lower risk alternatives to cigarettes, we have the potential 

for enormous breakthroughs. If we can get any of the major 

companies to really switch to being all-in on risk reduction, 

it would completely change the environment. The impact 

globally would be remarkable and happen very quickly. 

If you want to get tobacco companies to switch to being 

in favor of transformation, the last thing you want to do is 

prevent them from doing things that would aid transforma-

tion. If you’re trying to get automobile companies to switch 

to electric cars, don’t prevent them from buying companies 

with battery technologies. You’re forcing them to continue 

to focus on internal combustion engines. 

What do you see as valid and invalid criticisms of  

this diversification? 

No valid ones immediately come to mind. If they were 

buying up technology that gave a far better alternative to 

cigarettes and then trying to kill that, then yeah. 

It’s easy to talk about the invalid criticisms. A really good 

example17 of that is in Canada, where Medicago, based in 

Quebec City, developed a vaccine for Covid-19. In developing 

countries, this vaccine would work well 

because it doesn’t need to be stored 

at cold temperatures. Philip Morris 

has an indirect holding of about  

30 percent in Medicago. Anti-tobacco 

groups attacked the government for 

approving the vaccine, and WHO 

refused to approve it. 
What’s the thinking behind that? 

It’s saying: We don’t like this company because we think 

it’s done bad things in the past. To deal with this, we’ll 

prevent them from doing good things now. They created an 

epidemic of disease from smoking that became larger and 

lasted longer than it should have. So we’re going to prevent 

them from doing things that could reduce this epidemic of 

disease from Covid to make it last longer than it should. 

Are people following the principles of the Enlightenment 

or the Inquisition? So much now with mainstream  

anti-tobacco groups is the latter. We don’t care about the qual-

ity of your work; we won’t give you a platform to discuss or 

debate it. That some affiliation you have is more important 

than the knowledge you bring is pretty reprehensible. It’s like 

saying Roman Catholics are not allowed to express their views. 

What do you see as potential benefits to public health 

from this diversification? For example, Matt Holman’s 

new position18 as vice president of U.S. scientific engage-

ment and regulatory strategy at PMI.

Look at the counterfactual. If they don’t do that, the only 

people working in cigarette companies working on trans-

formation spent their careers working on and understand-

ing and benefiting from cigarettes. If General Motors says, 

“we’re hiring engineers who understand electric mobility 

rather than hydrocarbons,” isn’t that a good thing? How can 

you transform if all the people in senior positions have their 

expertise in internal combustion engines? 

We see this in high tech all the time; one company will 

buy another to get the expertise of their employees. You 

need them at the table when you make decisions on where 

to go with the next generation. —C.K.O.

Thinking About Diversification: 

A Conversation with David Sweanor 

David Sweanor

Photo courtesy of David Sweanor

The health consequences of tobacco use have been well doc-
umented. According to the World Health Organization, 
more than 8 million people worldwide succumb to  

tobacco-related illnesses, such as lung cancer, heart disease 
and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, every year. For 
every person who dies due to tobacco, at least 30 people live 
with a serious tobacco-related illness, according to a 2019 
policy brief by Tobacconomics. 

Tobacco also carries a significant economic toll. A report 
prepared by the World Bank Group Global Tobacco Program 
expected the worldwide economic cost of smoking to reach 
$1.4 trillion in 2017, equivalent to 1.8 percent of the world’s 
gross domestic product that year. Little wonder, then, that 
many view the tobacco plant as evil. 

Yet there is another, decidedly more benign, side to the 
Wicked Weed. When dried, set on fire and inhaled, the 
tobacco plant wreaks havoc; when deployed as a “green biore-
actor,” the golden leaf has the potential to help address some 
of the world’s most vexing public health challenges, includ-
ing, ironically, certain respiratory afflictions. 

Among the most striking examples of tobacco’s potential to 
heal rather than hurt are recent endeavors to develop an inocula-
tion against the novel coronavirus. In February, Health Canada 
approved Covifenz, a tobacco plant-based Covid-19 vaccination 

developed by pharmaceutical giant GlaxoSmithKline and 
Medicago, a biopharmaceutical company backed by Philip 
Morris International. According to Health Canada, Covifenz is 
the world’s first vaccine approved for human use that utilizes a 
plant-based protein technology.

As it turns out, plants—and especially tobacco plants (see 
sidebar on page 16)—lend themselves exceptionally well to 
developing pharmaceutical compounds. In many ways, they 
are better suited to the task than the man-made bioreactors 
used in traditional vaccine development. 

To create a vaccine, scientists must produce antigens—
molecules that trigger an immune response to a specific virus 
or bacteria. Antigens for conventional vaccines are made 
by infecting cells from insects, monkeys, hamsters or other 
sources in the laboratory with a virus or a bit of viral genetic 
code that tricks the cells into making copies of the virus or 
antigen. The cells incubate in bioreactors for extended peri-
ods of time and then undergo a complex purification process 
before being packaged into vials.

Bioreactors are expensive, however, and their operation 
requires trained personnel. They are also susceptible to contam-
ination, forcing vaccine developers to keep bioreactors growing 
different types of antigens far apart and under sterile conditions. 

Plants are natural bioreactors, according to Dahlia 

When tobacco heals instead of hurts

By Taco Tuinstra

Garwe, the former CEO of the Kutsaga 
Tobacco Research Board in Zimbabwe. 
“They are able to perform eukaryotic  
post-translational modifications that are 
often essential for biological activity of many 
mammalian proteins,” she explains. When 
infected with DNA from Covid-19 or other 
viruses, plant cells will make millions of cop-
ies of virus-like particles that can serve as 
antigens without being infectious. 

Using plants instead of mechanical bio-
reactors offers many benefits, notes Garwe. 
Plants are cheap to grow, easy to manipu-
late and resistant to contaminations that 
could present problems for humans. “Green 
bioreactors do not suffer the same risk of 
pathogen contamination as seen in mam-
malian cell culture as there are no known 
cross-kingdom pathogens,” she says.

With light as their primary energy source, 
plants are less expensive to work with than traditional cell cul-
ture systems, allowing for inexpensive and nearly unlimited 
scalability. Because plant systems are robust and inert, they 
are also easier to handle and purify than other systems.

Medicago is not the only company that has grasped 
the promise of plants in the development of vaccines and 
therapeutics. At least three other organizations are using 
Nicotiana benthamiana, a close relative of the tobacco 
plant used in cigarettes, to develop Covid-19 vaccines. In 
December 2020, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
approved an investigational new drug application for a  
Covid-19 vaccine by BAT subsidiary Kentucky Bioprocessing 
(KBP, now part of KBio). The company 
is currently conducting 
Phase 1 clinical trials, 

which are the first steps in testing the safety and side effects  
of a pharmaceutical in humans.

According to BAT, plant-based vaccines have several advan-
tages over serums developed with conventional technologies, 
including speed and thermostability. Whereas traditional meth-
ods can take months to yield the desired vaccine ingredients, 
KBP’s tobacco plants do so within six weeks. And unlike some of 
the existing Covid-19 vaccines, KBP’s vaccine candidate has the 
potential to be stable at room temperature, an important benefit, 
especially for public health networks in countries with warm 
climates and few refrigerated trucks and warehouses.

Fearing supply constraints and “vaccine nationalism” at the 
start of the pandemic, scientists in Thailand 

have joined the race as well. 
Baiya Phytopharm, 

Baiya Phytopharm is currently developing a new generation of its vaccine for the 
Omicron variant of Covid-19 and expects to conduct Phase 1 trials this month.

Photo: Baiya Phytopharm

THE VIRTUOUS WEED
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To BAT, “A Better Tomorrow” is more than a catchy slogan.

By Stefanie Rossel

A TRUE 
TRANSFORMATION
F lora Okereke is head of global regulatory insights and fore-sights at BAT, responsible for the analysis and forecasting of international regulatory developments on behalf of the com-pany’s 180-plus markets. She has previously held several senior country, regional and global roles at BAT, including legal, corporate and regulatory affairs director for West Africa; head of regulatory affairs for Africa, the Middle East and Eastern Europe; global head of regulatory strategy and engagement; and senior director of government affairs and international policy at Reynolds American Incorporated Services, a subsidiary of R.J. Reynolds Tobacco based in Washington, D.C. She is an advo-cate of evidence-based regulation. Okereke was called to the Bar of England and Wales (Middle Temple) and later admitted as a solicitor by the Law Society. Tobacco Reporter caught up with Okereke to discuss her views on the remarkable transforma-tions taking place at BAT and throughout the tobacco industry. 

Tobacco Reporter: It has been some years since BAT set out on its transformation journey from a single-category company to a multi-category player. In March 2020, it announced its new corporate purpose: to build “A Better Tomorrow,” with the aim to reduce the health impact of its business through offering a greater choice of reduced-risk products. You have been with BAT for more than  20 years—can you please describe how working for BAT has changed since the transformation process started?Okereke: I’ve had the great fortune of working in most parts of our business over the years across every region of the globe. Given the long history and focus on combustibles, the trans-formation since we launched our first e-cigarette in 2013 is nothing short of miraculous. We have seen the emergence of a multitude of products that are giving adult consumers com-pelling choices as an alternative to combustibles. And this is a very good thing. Recognizing the strong potential of these new products to reduce the risk in comparison to continued smoking, our CEO invited everyone in our organization in 2020 to embark on a transformation journey to reduce the 

health impact of our business. The goal of this transformation journey is what we call “A Better Tomorrow.” Being part of this transformation has engaged employ-ees across the business like never before. There’s a real rise in energy and a renewed commitment and sense of pride amongst our employees as we work together to reduce the health impact of our business. 

During the recent Global Forum on Nicotine, you partici-pated in a panel debating whether the industry’s transfor-mation is a myth or reality. Being inside a company during the transformation process, what do you think?The transformation is real, and we are making tangible change. We are laser-focused on providing adult consum-ers with a wide range of less risky* products. We are making significantly increased investments year-on-year in reduced-risk products—in 2021 alone, we invested £496 million  [$602.73 million]. We are proactively communicating with our adult consumers, encouraging them to switch through over 1 billion inserts to date and over 136 peer-reviewed scientific publications on product manufacturing safety and performance standards of our products. In parallel, we are expanding availability of reduced-risk products, which are in  57 countries to date, 20 of which have the highest smoking prevalence. We are actively engaging regulators and public health and govern-ments advocating for a regu-latory and fiscal framework that recognizes the important role of tobacco harm reduc-tion and is designed to incen-tivize adult smokers who would otherwise continue to smoke to switch. 

We aim to switch 50 million adult smokers to reduced-risk products by 2030. E-cigarettes were only invented in 2003, by a Chinese pharmacist, so when we see the level of progress BAT is making in this area, I think we are doing pretty well.

How can we verify that tobacco companies are  really transforming? 
For BAT, “A Better Tomorrow” is a world where smokers who would otherwise choose to continue to smoke have the option to switch to less risky alternatives to combustible tobacco. But A Better Tomorrow also represents a renewed commitment by BAT to improve society for all those that are sharing the road in our transformation journey—we are mea-suring ourselves against the expectations of our customers, our employees, our shareholders, our government partners and the public.

We are setting clear and ambitious goals, measuring our-selves and sharing progress with all of our stakeholders. And we are making significant progress in support of those goals.We have set a goal of 50 million consumers of our noncombustible products by 2030. Today, over 20 million adult consumers have chosen to use our many reduced-risk products, with 14.6 percent of group revenue delivered by  noncombustible products.
We also aim to achieve at least £5 billion in New Category revenues by 2025. In a few short years, we have built a  £2 billion New Category revenue business, and we are confident of more than doubling this to reach our revenue target by 2025.

In your panel presentation, you said that the core of the change was the transformation of BAT’s portfolio, but behind it, this meant that smokers are encouraged to switch and that BAT is therefore doing something for society. While this is working quite well in the developed world, what can tobacco companies do to repeat this success in low-income countries?
BAT’s reduced-risk products are available in 57 countries to date—something we are truly proud of. We are rolling these out as fast and as responsibly as we can, including in  low-income countries. 

It is important to remember that we are not alone in our transformation journey—our governments in low-[income] and middle-income countries have an especially crucial role to play. Progressive, evidence-based regulatory measures will help encourage smokers to transition to reduced-risk prod-ucts. We believe governments in low-[income] and middle-income countries can introduce three types of regulation to accelerate the transition of smokers from combustibles to reduced-risk products. These include regulations and poli-cies that enable and encourage companies to innovate and bring new products to market, permit clear communica-tions with consumers about the relative risks of products and incentivize consumers to switch from combustibles to reduced-risk* alternatives.
Regulations should allow flavors that adults enjoy, ensure high enough levels of nicotine to satisfy adult smokers, and 

where products are taxed, acknowledge the reduced-risk profile of products like e-cigarettes, oral nicotine pouches and tobacco-heating products compared to combustibles. To realize the benefit of tobacco harm reduction, the products must remain affordable. 

What does the transformation process mean for BAT’s company culture? 
My earliest impression when I first joined BAT was how diverse it is, which gave rise to our motto, “Strength in Diversity.” For a company with over 52,000 employees based in over 175 countries with multiple languages and time zones, the advent of the “A Better Tomorrow” vision has been a global rallying cry that has motivated and organized our people around a common purpose to transform our business and benefit society. 

The “A Better Tomorrow” purpose has affected our cul-ture positively in many meaningful ways. [For example],  72 percent of new senior management hires are from outside the tobacco industry, and 39 percent of women [work] in management roles. [There are] employee initiatives sup-ported by management to drive and reward new ideas that generate solutions, [and the company has] a comprehensive environmental program addressing factory waste, emissions, plastic and litter.
Most notably, there has been a shift in who our people are and how they expect the business to operate. As we make progress in our transformation, I have personally noted our people taking more pride in our organization and raising their expectations for the company in the way we deliver our commitments. This is making BAT a better company and improving our contribution to society. 

Increased focus on complex novel nicotine-delivery systems requires a different composition of staff, i.e., an increasing share of scientists also coming from other industries. How far have these new arrivals impacted on the internal spirit and atmosphere at BAT?
Probably the biggest change I’ve noticed is the diverse types of profiles now applying to join BAT. We have moved from a company selling a product based on agriculture to a high-tech and innovation-focused company. This requires all kinds of expertise that is new—[as mentioned], 72 percent of new senior management hires are now from outside of the tobacco industry. These new hires are bringing new perspectives and capabilities to drive our business transformation.I believe this shift in hiring will only strengthen our culture and DNA while at the same time propelling us all toward our “A Better Tomorrow” goals. 

TR
*BAT uses the terms “less risky” and “reduced risk” based on the weight of evidence and assuming a complete switch from cigarette smoking. The company is keen to stress that these products are not risk-free and that they are addictive. BAT says that its products sold in the U.S., including Vuse, Velo, Grizzly, Kodiak and Camel Snus, are subject to Food and Drug Administration regulation and that it will make no reduced-risk claims regarding these products without FDA clearance.

Flora Okereke
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The Premier Industry Source
Integrity and Expertise
Our thoroughly researched and fact-checked reports are brought to you by four 
staff writers who between them boast more than 94 years of industry experience. 
Because global coverage requires global operations, we invest considerable 
resources in travel. Rather than relying on secondhand information, our editors 
visit your fields, factories and offices in person whenever possible.

Our team of staff writers is strengthened by an extensive network of freelance 
writers filing reports from all corners of the world. In addition, we frequently 
publish articles by thought leaders. Recent prominent contributors include 
Clive Bates (The Counterfactual), Cheryl K. Olson (public health researcher and 
consultant) and Stefane Colard (Coresta). 

Over the years their work has been recognized repeatedly for editorial quality. 
Among other accolades, Tobacco Reporter has received gold, silver and 
bronze trophies along with numerous honorable mentions in the prestigious 
international Tabbie competition, which recognizes excellence in English-
language trade publications. 

“Tobacco Reporter always sticks 
to the facts and doesn’t push 
beyond what is appropriate.” 
–Tobacco Reporter advertiser

“Well written, compelling, and 
there was something that set it 
apart from the rest.” 
–Best Feature Article citation
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Media Leadership

Through our award-winning publication, website, face-to-face and virtual 
conferences, social media and monthly newsletter, Tobacco Reporter delivers 
global access to engaged decision-makers in the tobacco and nicotine industries. 
No matter the channel, Tobacco Reporter is the trusted voice for our readers. 
Utilize our integrated portfolio to develop and nurture relationships, build your 
brand and drive sales.

April 2022 US $6

Seeking Synergies
Applying expertise to 
new business areas 
Page 34

The Virtuous Weed
When tobacco heals 
instead of hurts
Page 14

In the Pipeline
What the future of tobacco 
harm reduction may look like
Page 20

SPECIAL INNOVATION ISSUESPECIAL INNOVATION ISSUE
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Commited investment in 
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Featured, in-depth 
content

Breaking news on 
Tobacco Reporter’s 
website

Global Tobacco & Vapor 
Industry Guide 
www.IndustryGuide.org 
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tobaccoreporter.com

Published monthly 
(12 issues)
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Global Tobacco & 
Vapor Industry Guide
2023

tobaccoreporter.com

vaporvoice.net

IndustryGuide.org

IndustryGuide.org

2,800 listings across leaf, 
manufacturers, suppliers, 
service providers and  
many more

One-stop shopping tool 
for anyone purchasing 
tobacco and nicotine 
products

Single point of contact 
accommodating your 
products, services and 
divisions—direct customers to 
the right place the first time

Organized by company, 
name, product, service  
or geography
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Virtual | 2020
Global virtual conference, networking and 
engagement spaces spanning five continents 
and three time zones with on-demand replay

The GTNF’s mission is to foster a  
deepening conversation about tobacco, 
nicotine and public health that improves  
all stakeholders’ work.

From its launch in Rio de Janeiro  
in 2008 to today, the GTNF is the most 
important international forum to meet people 
and exchange ideas with public health 
experts, governments, investors and members 
of the industry.

GTNF 2023 will be in Seoul, South Korea, 
Sept. 19–21, 2023. Visit www.gtnf.org for details.

Tobacco Reporter is a proud member of the 
GTNF Trust and supports the GTNF with 
editorial content and engagement opportunities 
for conference sponsors and attendees—
online, in person and in print.

www.gtnf.org
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Our Reach

Tobacco Reporter reaches boardrooms in Beijing; Richmond, Virginia, USA; and 
London; factories in Turkey, Poland and Austria; farms in Brazil, Africa and 
Indonesia; tech centers in Shenzhen, China; and San Francisco, California, USA; 
and decision-makers from Brussels to Washington, D.C., to Geneva.

270,730 online readers in 12 months
95,761 average page views per month

22,560 average monthly readers

Print and Online: A Tobacco Reporter print ad also gives you exposure on a dynamic 
and growing website. Multiply your message with a single ad purchase.

*Google Analytics Oct. 2021 to Sept. 2022
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2023 Editorial Calendar Summary
Issue Theme Planned Content

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Science

Innovation

Illicit Trade

THR

Regulations

GTNF Preview

Leaf

Nicotine

COP10
GTNF Issue

Diversification

GTNF Review

Cannabis

- Middle East
- Oriental leaf 

- Leaf merchants
- Logistics and storage

- Japan
- KT&G
- Vape

- Machinery
- OTP
- Leaf merchants

- Europe
- Turning Point Brands
- OTP (white pouches)

- Adhesives
- Tipping
- Primary processing

- In Focus/TABEXPO 
- Italy
- South America
- Packaging
- Cigars

- Labs
- Heated tobacco
- Bonus distribution:  
TABEXPO (May 10–11, 
Bologna, Italy)

- India
- Africa
- BAT

- Making and packing
- Leaf processing
- RYO/MYO

- China
- JT/JTI
- AOI

- CNTC
- Flavorings
- Packaging

- Universal 
- CIS
- RYO/MYO
- Cigars

- Instrumentation
- Bonus distribution:  
Intertabac (Sept. 14–16, 
Dortmund, Germany)

- USA
- PMI
- Technology
- Filters

- GTNF sponsors
- Bonus distribution:  
GTNF (Sept. 19–21, 
Seoul, South Korea)

- EU
- Independent manufacturers
- Recon

- Papers
- Packaging

GTVG IndustryGuide.org Over 2,800 listings: Don’t miss your chance to advertise.

- Asia
- Vaperesso/Smoore
- Premium
- Shisha

- Mane
- Bonus distribution:  
WT Middle East  
(Nov. 27–28, Dubai, UAE)

- Middle East
- Altria
- Flavorings

- Papers
- OTP
- Machinery

- North America
- Imperial Brands
- Filters
- Security devices

- Storage/infestation
- Bonus distribution:  
TMA (April)
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Full-Color Ad Sizes and Rates*
Get Your Brand Noticed

 Size (inches) 8.375 x 11.125

 Size (metric) 213 x 283

 Single Ad 4,500 USD

 ½ Year (6 issues) 4,210 USD

 Full Year (12 issues) 3,990 USD

Full-Page Bleed

Your
ad

here

 Size (inches) 8.125 x 10.875

 Size (metric) 207 x 276

 Single Ad 4,160 USD

 ½ Year (6 issues) 3,880 USD

 Full Year (12 issues) 3,650 USD

Full-Page Non-Bleed

Your
ad

here

Two-Page Bleed Spread
 Size (inches) 16.5 x 11.125

 Size (metric) 420 x 283

 Single Ad 8,660 USD

 ½ Year (6 issues) 8,100 USD

 Full Year (12 issues) 7,650 USD

Two-Page Non-Bleed Spread
 Size (inches) 16.25 x 10.875

 Size (metric) 413 x 276

 Single Ad 8,320 USD

 ½ Year (6 issues) 7,760 USD

 Full Year (12 issues) 7,310 USD

 Size (inches) 3.25 x 9.75

 Size (metric) 83 x 248

 Single Ad 3,310 USD

 ½ Year (6 issues) 3,110 USD

 Full Year (12 issues) 2,970 USD

Half-Page Vertical

Your
ad

here

 Size (inches) 4.5 x 7.5

 Size (metric) 114 x 191

 Single Ad 3,310 USD

 ½ Year (6 issues) 3,110 USD

 Full Year (12 issues) 2,970 USD

Half-Page Island

Your
ad

here

 Size (inches) 4.5 x 10

 Size (metric) 114 x 254

 Single Ad 3,750 USD

 ½ Year (6 issues) 3,540 USD

 Full Year (12 issues) 3,310 USD

2/3 Page

Your
ad

here

 Size (inches) 7 x 5

 Size (metric) 179 x 127

 Single Ad 3,310 USD

 ½ Year (6 issues) 3,110 USD

 Full Year (12 issues) 2,970 USD

Half-Page Horizontal

Your
ad

here

*Prices above are quoted per insertion.
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 Size (inches) 2.125 x 7.5

 Size (metric) 54 x 191

 Single Ad 2,720 USD

 ½ Year (6 issues) 2,610 USD

 Full Year (12 issues) 2,480 USD

1/4 Page Vertical

Your
ad

here

 Size (inches) 4.5 x 3.75

 Size (metric) 114 x 95

 Single Ad 2,720 USD

 ½ Year (6 issues) 2,610 USD

 Full Year (12 issues) 2,480 USD

1/4 Page Standard

Your
ad

here

 Size (inches) 2.125 x 10

 Size (metric) 54 x 254

 Single Ad 2,850 USD

 ½ Year (6 issues) 2,730 USD

 Full Year (12 issues) 2,580 USD

1/3 Page Vertical

Your
ad

here

 Size (inches) 7 x 2.5

 Size (metric) 179 x 64

 Single Ad 2,720 USD

 ½ Year (6 issues) 2,610 USD

 Full Year (12 issues) 2,480 USD

1/4 Page Horizontal 

Your ad here

 Size (inches) 4.5 x 5

 Size (metric) 114 x 127

 Single Ad 2,850 USD

 ½ Year (6 issues) 2,730 USD

 Full Year (12 issues) 2,580 USD

 1/3 Page Box

Your
ad

here

 Size (inches) 7 x 3.25

 Size (metric) 179 x 83

 Single Ad 2,850 USD

 ½ Year (6 issues) 2,730 USD

 Full Year (12 issues) 2,580 USD

1/3 Page Horizontal

Your
ad

here

Web Advertisement Sizes

Leaderboard — 728 x 90 pixels

Junior Leaderboard — 468 x 60 pixels

*Prices above are quoted per insertion.
• Space rate frequency is earned on the total number of insertions published during any 12-month period.
• Guaranteed premium positions are noncancelable and include right of refusal for the following year: inside front cover +30 percent,  

inside back cover +20 percent, back cover +50 percent, opposite editorial +15 percent, sequential placement +25 percent.
• Bleeds are available for half page and larger. Partial ad sizes: add usd300 to earned rate. Bleed sizes indicated are 

trimmed 0.125 inches around all sides. Keep live type at least 0.25 inches from trim.
• Two-color, black and white and insert pricing are available on request.
Contact mmacdonald@tobaccoreporter.com for space and artwork deadlines.

Full-Color Ad Sizes and Rates*
Get Your Brand Noticed

Brand Block —
250 x 250 pixels
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Cancellations—No cancellations accepted after published ad sales’ closing date. Short rates apply 
for canceled contracts. 

Commissions—15 percent of gross billing is allowed for recognized agencies for all Tobacco 
Reporter print publications. No commission charges allowed on online or email content. 

Invoices and payments—Invoices are submitted electronically, unless otherwise indicated, with 
accompanying PDF files to verify publication and are issued the month of publication. All invoices 
must be paid in full in U.S. dollars within 30 days of receipt. 

Payment methods—Payments originating outside the U.S. should be made in U.S. dollars through wire 
transfer. Include invoice number with payment. Wire transfer to Fulton Bank with instructions found 
on your invoice. Domestic payments can be made on checks drawn on a U.S. bank made payable to: 
GTNF Trust, 1121 Situs Court, Suite 370, Raleigh, NC 27606 USA Tel: +19198725040

Special positions—Ordered cover positions are noncancelable. Add position fee to total earned 
gross rate. Special positions include right of first refusal for the same position in the same issue(s) 
the following year. 

Printing specifications—Printing method: Web offset; Program: Adobe InDesign CS6;  
Trim size: 8 1/4 in. x 10 7/8 in. (210 mm x 277 mm); Safety: 1/4 in. (6 mm); Binding method: 
perfect; Colors: CMYK (RGB color will be converted to CMYK), 4-color process, matched, 4A/MPA 

Ad materials—Ad materials must be received in electronic format. Preferred file: PDF (high 
resolution, actual size); PDF files can be compressed and emailed to Mike Macdonald at 
mmacdonald@tobaccoreporter.com.

Material submission—When submitting ad materials, contact Mike Macdonald at  
mmacdonald@tobaccoreporter.com for material submission information. 

Subscriptions—Complimentary annual subscriptions are available to qualified individuals in the 
tobacco and nicotine industry both in the USA and internationally. Annual airmail subscriptions are 
available at a rate of usd125 (usd60 within the U.S.). To order a subscription, please visit  
www.tobaccoreporter.com/subscribe. Copies of our Global Tobacco & Vapor Industry Guide are 
available for usd96 (usd78 within the U.S.) and can be ordered on our subscription page.

Submission Guidelines
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Get in Contact

@tobaccoreporter

tobaccoreporter.com

Stefanie Rossel Editorial Contributor stefanie@tobaccoreporter.com

Elise Rasmussen
GTNF Trust Executive 
Director and Tobacco 
Reporter Publisher  
and Sales Director

elise@tobaccoreporter.com

+447775645048

George Gay European Editor george@tobaccoreporter.com

Timothy S. Donahue Assistant Editor timothy@tobaccoreporter.com

1121 Situs Court, Suite 370, Raleigh, NC 27606 USA
+19198725040

Taco Tuinstra Editor-in-Chief taco@tobaccoreporter.com

Mike Macdonald Circulation and 
Production Director 

mmacdonald@tobaccoreporter.com

@tobaccoreporter


